We introduce a new technique for solving problema of the fonowing form: preprocess a set of objects 10 that those satisfying a given property with respect to a query object can be listed very etrectively. Amoq well-known problems to fall into this category we find 'Gnge querll" point enelo,ure" i"ter,ection" near-nei,h60r probleml, etc. The approach which we take is very general and rests on a new concept called /Uterin, 'earch. We show on a number of examples how it can be used to improve the complexity of known algorithms and simplify their implementations as well. In particular, Jil'eri"" 'eareh allows us to improve on the worsi-cue complexity of the best algorithms known so far for solviq the problems mentioned above.
Note that in a parallel environment, proce"or, may also be accounted as resources, but for the purpose of this paper, we will assume the standard sequential RAM with inilnite arithmetic as our only model of computation.
It is traditional to express the worst-case query-time complexity of an enumerating algorithm as O(i+ f(n», where i is the number of objects to be reported and J is a (typically slow-growing) function of n = 181; typically, /Cn) = logC n or = n e • We will say that an enumerating problem has an (g(n), /(n»-algorithm if there exists an O(g(n» space data structure that can be used to answer aD1 query in time O(le + /(n)). The hybrid form of the query time expression distinguishes the ,earch component of the algorithm (i.e. /(nn from the enumeration part (Le. i). In general it is rarely the case that, chronologically, the first part totally precedes the latter. Rather, the two parts are most often intermixed. Informally speaking, the computation usually resembles a "walk" in a graph that contains the objects of S in separate nodes, and Ie (resp. /(n» accounts for the nodes visited that do (resp. do not) store aD1 of the objects to be reported. The computation thus appears as a sequence of two-fold steps: (,earcAjreport).
The purpose of this work is to exploit the hybrid nature of this type of computation and introduce an alternative scheme for designing enumerating algorithms. We will show on a number of examples how this new approach can be used to improve the complexity of known algorithms and simplify their implementations. We wish to emphasize the fact that this new approach is absolutely general and is not a priori restricted to any particular class of enumerating problems. The traditional approach taken in designing enumerating algorithms has two basic shortcomings:
1. The search technique is independent of the number of objects to be reported. In particular, there is no eftort to balance i and len).
2. The search attempts to locate the objects to be reported and onl1l those.
The first shortcoming is perhaps most apparent when the entire set S is to be reported, in which case no search at all should be required.
In general, it is elear that one could take great advantage from an oracle indicating how man, objects were to be reported. Indeed, this would allow us to restrict the sophistication of the data structure only for the cases where k is large. Note in particular that if the oracle indicates that nIle = 0(1) we may simply check all the objects naively against the query, which will take O(n) = O(i) time, and will be asymptotically optimal. We can now define the notion of filtering ,earCA:
/Uteri"" .etlrcl&, is to grant the algorithm permission to report an extra O(/(n» objects, no matter the value of i. This pertains to the fact that len) will otten be lower-bounded by, say, log2 n.. in which case we may still waste O(/(n» extra reports in order to simplify the data structure.
The main difllculty in trying to implement jUtering ,eare. is to simulate the oracle indicating the value of k beforehand. We will next show that this is however possible for a number of well-known problems, thus leading to significant improvements in their known complexity.
a. Interval Ovenap Problem.
These problems lead to one of the simplest and most illustrative applications of jUterin, ,earcA. Let S = {[tll,.l], ... , [G", btl] }. The main problem is that of reporting all the intervals in S that intersect a query interval q. Optimal solutions to this problem can be found in [9] (w.r.t. query time) and [15, 30, 31] (w.r.t. both preprocessing space and query time). All these methods rely on fairly sophisticated tree structures with substantial implementation overhead. We can circumvent these difD.culties by usiDl a drastically different method based on filtering ,eGrel&. This will allow us to achieve both optimal preprocessing space (,(n) = n) and optimal query time (f(n) = log 2 n), as well as much greater simplicity. If we assume that the query endpoints are taken in a set of O(ft) elements, our method will give us an (n,l)-algorithm, which constitutes the first optimal algorithm known for the discrete version of the problem.
To begin with, assume that all query and data set endpoints are real numbers. We introduce a new data structure, WeB), called a wintlow-li.t. weB) is an ordered sequence of linear lists (or tuintlofD'), WI ... .. , W" each containing a number of intervals from 8 (Fig.I) . Let 1; be the interval (in general not in S) spanned by Wj. For simplicity, we will first look at the case where the query segment is reduced to a single point z. Let S(z) be the set of intervals of S that contain z.
The idea is that the window enclosing z will contain a superset of 8(z), but this superset will contain at most 6 times too many intervals. We can then simply read out the entire contents of the window, keeping only the desired intervals. More precisely, let al, ... , Q2" be the set of endpoints in B ordered in ascending order. Each window W; has associated with it an aperture, Le. an interval 1; = [ail' a'1+1] (not in S in general), with ail = al, aip+l = a2" and ail~a'I+1. As can be seen, the windoWs of WeB) induce a partition of [ai, 02"] into contiguous intenala 11, ... , I,.
I'Ipn.l: A window-list.
An enumerating algorithm is said to use /Uterin, ,eGrcA if it attempts to match searching and reporting times, i.e. /Cn) and k.
This feature has the eftect of making the search procedure atlGptifJel,l efficient. With a search increasingly slow with large values of k, it will be often possible to reduce the size of the data structure substantially.
following the general precept: the larger the output, the more naive the search.
Trying to achieve this goal points to one of the most etrective linea of attack for jUteri"" ,earcA, also thereby justifying its name: this is the prescription to report more object. than necessary, the excess number being at most proportional to the actual number of objects to be reported. This suggests including a oostl)rocessintt Dhase in order trn jUterout the extraneous objects. Of course, in practice, no~c!ean-up should be apparent. A second feature, otten handy in implementing W. We assume that the ai are sorted in preprocessing. This requires O(n log n) opo';!rations, which actually dominates the linear running time of the construction phase Window-Make. This part invo!v~,~~a"nn\r '5 each ai in ascending order and setting up the windows from lett to right. We keep inserting new intervals in the current willdow Wi .&8 long as T, the number of intervIJl so far inserted in Wi, does not exceed 6 )( low, where "0"-is the sile of the smallest S(z) found so far in Wi. The variable ·cur-is only needed to update "low". Whenever this condition is no longer satisfied, the algorithm initializes a new window (Clear) with the intenals already overlapping with it. For simplicity, we have assumed, wlog, that all ai were distinct. By construction, the last two parts of the density-condition, V z E I;, 8(z)~Wi and 0 < l*il~6 max(l,IS(z)I), are always satisfied, so all that remains to show is that the overall storage is linear.
Lemma I. E1S;~pIWiI~~n.
Proof: Any interval [Gi, id can be decomposed into its window-parts, i.e. the parts where it overlaps with the Ii's. Parts which fully coincide with some Ii will be called A-parts and the othen B-parts. In Figure  I, Another advantage which, at first sight, may seem paradoxical, is that window-lists are not based on a tree-structure. This allows us to solTe the discrete version of the point enclosure problem extremely efllcientl,. This variant of the problem accepts only queries from a set of integers Q of range O(n). We can then dispense with the preliminary binary search and find the corresponding window in constant time. To do so, we simply have to provide a table providing the correspondence point/window, which requires only O(n) additional words of storap. This is a new result in that it departs from the structures in [9, 15, 30, 31] , where at least roughly 1012 n comparisons· are always required, even in the discrete case.
For the int,rvoJ ov,rlGp problem, where the query now becomes an interval 1, and all the [tli, 6 .] Ol'8rlapping with I are to be reponed, we can still use the window-list by checking all the windows overlapping with 1. An argument similar to the proof of Lemma 1 would show that, there again, a superset of OCt) intervals will be thus reported.
We omitt.he proof.
Theorem. I. There exist an (n,Iogn)-algorithm, based on windowlists, for solving the interval overlAp problem, and an (n,l)-algorithm for solmg the discrete version of the problem. Both algorithms are optimal.
SegmeDt InteneetloD Problems
Given a set S of n segments in the Euclidean plane and a query segment q in arbitrary position, report all the segments in S that intersect q.
For simplicity, we will assume that the n segments may intersect only at their endpoints. This is sometimes directly· satis:lled (think of the edges of a planar graph), but at any rate we can always ensure this condition by breaking up intersecting segments into their separate parts. Previous work on this problem includes an (nloln,loln)-algorithm for solving the orthogonal version of the problem in two dimensions, i.e. when query and data set segments are mutually othogonal [39J, and an (n 3 ,logn)-algorithm for the general problem
[18].
We show here how to improve both of these results, using filtering ,earch. We first give improved solutions for the ortholonal problem We assume here that the set S consists of horizontal segments and the query segment is vertical. We present an optimal (n, log n)-algorithm for this problem, which represents an improvement of a factor log n in the storage requirement of the best method previously known [39] . The algorithm relies on a new data structure, called a hive-grap1&.
To build our underlying data structure, we begin by constructing a planar graph G, called the vertical atl;acencll map. This graph, first introduced by Lipsky and Preparata [27] , is a natural extension of the set S. It is obtained by adding the following lines to the original set of segments; for each endpoint M, draw the longest vertical line passing through M that does not intersect any other segment, except possibly at an endpoint. Note that this ·line" is always a segment, a half-line, or an infinite line. It is easy to construct the adjacency-list of G in O(n log n) time by applying a standard sweep-line algorithm along the X-axis, and we may omit the details. Note that G trivially requires O(n) storage.
It is now easy to propose an algorithm for our query problem: preprocess G so that a point can be efficiently located in its corresponding region. This planar point location problem can be solved for general planar graphs in O(logn) query time, using O(n) space [17, 24, 28] . We can now locate, say, the lowest endpoint, (z, rl), of the query segment q, and proceed to ·walk" along the edges of G, following the direction given by q. Without specifying the details, it is easy· to see that this method will indeed take us from one endpoint to the other, while passing through all the segments of G to be reported. The major drawback is that redundant horizontal edges of G may be visited in the process, 
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To remedy this shortcoming we introduce a new structure, the Lemma 2. The hive of G exists, requires O(n) storage, and can be computed in O(n log n) time.
Proof: We say that a rectangle in G has p upper (resp. lower) anomalies if its upper (resp. lower) side consists of p + 2 edges (p~1). In In order to produce H(G), we will augment the graph G in two passes, each pasl removing either the upper or the lower anomalies.
In the first pass, we assume that the segments of S are available in decreasing Y-order, '1, ... ,',., so we can sweep a horizontal line L from top to bottom, stopping and taking some action at each segment in order to remove the upper anomalies. WIog, we can assume that all the Y-coordinates in S are distinct. At any time during the course of its motion, the line L will have a data structure associated to it, DS(L), which Will exactly redect a cross-section of G as it will appear after the first pass. At the start, L positions itself at the first segment 8i encountered which shows any anomalies ('3 in Fig.3 ). DS(L) is at this point the X-sorted list of the vertical segments intersecting L. Let be the "troublesome" upper sides on the segment 'i currently scanned (Fig.4) . By troublesome, we mean here that all i; > 3 (1~;~m).
I'lpre 4: One step in the sweep-line.
At this point, the line L will -drac" aloDg 'fI", otAe, troublesome vertex, i.e. we will insert in DS(L) the X-values of the vertices
Incidentally we wish to mention another application of hive-grapu, 
Generalblq the Blve-sraPh
We consider now the case where the segments of S may assume an arbitrary position and the query segment haa its suppporting line pusing through a fixed point O. We can adapt the hive-graph to handle this particular situation, aa we next proceed to show. Let J be the planar graph defined as follows: for each endpoint pinS, draw the longest line collinear with the origin 0, passing through p, that does not intersect any other segment except possibly at an endpoint (Fig.S) .
We ensure that this -line-actually stops at point 0 if passing through it, so that it is always a segment or a half-line.
Theorem 2. Given a set S of n horizontal segments in the plane and a vertical query segment q, it is possible to report all k segments of S that intersect q in O(i +logn) time, using O(n) space. The algorithm iloptimal.
Note that if the query segment intersects the X-ai.we cau start the traversal from the intersection point, which will spare us the complication of performing planar point location. Indeed, it will sdce to store the rectangles intersecting the X-axis in sorted order to be able to perform the location with a limple binary search. This gives us the following result, which will be instrumental in the next section.
COlOn.,. 1. Given a set S of n horizontal segments in the plaue and a vertical query segment q intersecting a fixed horizontal line, it is possible to report all k segments of S that intersect q in O(i +10gft) At this point we take into account the fact that L is about to cross " therefore we also insert the upper endpointl of the vertical segments starting from I. This may necessitate an update of the anomaly count in DS(L), which these new segments may contribute to reduce. We are now ready to iterate on this process, until L passel the lowest segment (,,,), at which stage we simply extend the vertical lines -dragged-by L towards -00.
We are now ready to proceed by taking the line to its next location, (Fig.4) . Since their horilontal order haa been precomputed, we can insert them linearly with a simple merge.
I'lpre 5: A centered. adjacency-map.
It is easy to construct the adjacency-list of J in 0(11 101 raJ time, by using a standard sweep-line technique. The sweep-line is here a "radar-beam-centered at O. At aD1 instant, the segments intersecting the beam are kept in sorted order in a dynamic balanced search tree (e.g. AVL or 2-3), and segments are either inserted or deleted depending on the status (first endpoint or last endpoint) of the vertex currently scanned. We omit the details. In the following, we will say that a segment is centered if its supporting line passes throueh O. As before, the hive-graph H is a planar graph with O(n) vertices built on top of J. It has the property that each of its faces is a triangle or a quadrilateral (possibly unbounded), with two centered edges and at most two extra vertices on the non-centered edges (Fig.a) . As usual, H can be easily used to solve the intersection problem at hand, and we omit the details.
fflare 8: The generalized hive-graph centered at O.
We can construct H efficiently, proceeding as before. All we need is a new partial order among the segments of S. We say that , i :S ,i
if there exists a ray emanating from 0 that intersects both segments, 8, before 8i. Unfortunately, as shown in Fig.7 , the directed graph induced by this relation may contain cycles. We can easily remedy this shortcoming, however, by breaking up into their two subparts each segment intersecting, say, the vertical ray emanating upwards from O.
(J \J 'laue 1: A cyclic ray-order.
Lemma S. The relation~can be embedded in a total order.
Proof: It suilices to prove that the induced graph does not contain any cycle. Suppose that it does, and let 'ill' .. , 'i,., 8i, be the shortest cycle in the graph. Call PSI the smallest wedge centered at 0 containing • iI. Since the cycle is the shortest, it is easy to see that the wedges Pill' .. ,Pi,. overlap two by two consecutively, but 1) three never overlap at the lame point and 2) one never contains another totally. This
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shows that the sequence of wedges Pi" ... , Pi,. is monotonously rotating, either clockwise or counterclockwise. This must stop before croSIing the vertical ray, however, since there is no possible relation between two edges in opposite sides of the ray, hence contradiction.
•
We can then embed the relation~iDa total order, called r.IIorder, by simply retrieviq the set. of pairs ' i~'i directly from J, tJ:len performing a topolOlical sort in linear time. We can now compute H by proceeding as described in Section 4.1, the only di1rerence coming from the fact that the order in which to cODsider the edges is now giTen by the ray-order. We omit the details and directly conclude: Lemma 4. The graph H exists, requires OCn) storage, and can be computed in Oenloln) time.
We observe that settinc 0 at in1lnity (in the projective plane) gives us an algorithm for the case where the query segment hu a tlxed slope. Theorem I. It is possible to preprocess n non-intersecting segments in 0(" log ra) time, usinl 0(11) space, so that computiDg their intersections with a query segment which either has a fixed slope or has its supporting line passing through a hed point can be done in O(i + log ra) time (k is the number of intersections to be reported).
The Alprlthm tor The General Cue
Consider the set of alllinel in the planes. It is easy to see that the n segments of S induce a partition of this set into connected regions.
A mechanical analogy will help to understand this notion. Assume that a line L, placed in arbitrary position, is free to move continuously anywhere so long as it does not crosl any endpoint of a segment in S.
The range of motion can be seen as a region in a ·space of lines·, i.e. a dUGI .pGCe. To make this notion more formal, we introduce a wellknown geometric transform, T, defined as follows: a point,: (tI,6) is mapped to the line T,: Y = aX + 6 in the dual apace, and a line L : Y = leX +d is mapped to the point TL : (-Ie, tl). It is easy to see that a point 1J lies above (resp. on) a line L if and only if the point TL lies below (resp. on) the line T,. Note that the mapping T excludes vertical lines. This will Dot be a problem in the following, however, since this special case can be handled separately without increasing the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm•.
The transformation T can be applied to segments as well, and we can easily see that a segment , is mapped to a double wed,e, as illustrated in Fig.8 . Obaene that since a double wedge cannot possibly contain vertical lines, there is DO ambiguity on the deflnitioD of the double wedge once the two lines are known. We can now express the intersection of segments by means of a dual property. Let W(.) and C(.) denote, respectively, the double wedge of segment, and the intersection point thereof (Fig.S) .
'llare 8: A dual correspondence between selJDentl and double wedges.
Lemma 5. A segment, intersects a segment t ited only it C(,) (resp. C(t» lies.in Wet) (reap. W(,».

Prool: Omitted. I'
This result allows us to tormalise our earlier obsenation. Let G be the subdivision ot the dual plane created by the n double wedges
We'd, with S = {'I, ... , 'ft}. The faces ofG are precisely the dual versions of the regions of· lines mentioned abaft. More tormally, each region r in G Is a convex (possibly unbounded) polygon, whose points are images of lines that all cross the same subset of segments, denoted S(,). Since the segments of S are non-intersecting, exeept~ssibly at their endpoint, the set S(,) can be totally ordered, and this order is independent at the particular point in r.
Our solution tor saTing storage over the (n a , log n)-algorithm given in [18] relies OD the following idea. Let"Cq) denote the vertical projection of C(q) on the first line encountered below. If there is no such line, no segment of S can intersect q since double wedges cannot totally contain any verticalUne. Since the algorithm is intimately based on the fast computation of p(q), we will devote the next few lines to it betore proceeding with the main part of the algorithm.
From [13] , we know how to compute the planar graph formed by n lines in 0(n 2 ) time. This clearly allows us to obtain G in 0(n 2 ) time and space. The next step is to organise G into an optimal planar point location structure [11, 24, 28] . With this preprocessing in· hand, we are able to locate which region contains a query point inO(1ogn) steps. In order to eompute p(q) efBciently, we notice that since each tace of G is a convex polygon, we can represent them in clockwise order with a pointer toeaeh leftmost and rightmost· vertices. In this way, it is possible to determine p(q) in O(logn) time by binary search on the X-coordinate of C(q).
We are now ready to describe the second phase of the algorithm. Let H designate the line T;<;), and let K denote the line supporting the query segment q. H and K are two parallel linelthat intersect exactly the same segments of S, say, 'i" ... ,'i.., "and in the same order. Let 'i., ".+1' ... ' 'it-l,'it be the list of segments intersecting q = o.fJ, with II~6, wlog (Fig.9) . Let" be the point whose transform T, is the line at G passing through p(q) (note that p is an endpoint of some segment in S). It is easy· to .see that 1) if p lies between 'i. and 'it, the segments to be reported are exactly the segments of S that intersect either po or pfJ (Fig.9-A) . Otherwise, 2) 'i., ... ,'i.
are the first segments of S intersected by pOl or pfJ starting at a or fJ, respectively (Fig.9-B) . Assume that .... have an efllcient method for enumerating the segments in S intersected by"o (resp. pfJ), in the order they appear from 0 (resp. fJ). We can use it to report the intersections at S with po and pfJ in cue 1), as wen as the relevant subsequence ot intersections of S with pa or pfJ in case 2) . Note that in the latter ease it takes constant time to decide which of pa or ,fJ should be considered. Our problem is" now essentially solved since we can precompute a generalised hive-graph centered at each endpoint .in S, as described in Section 4.2, and apply it to report the intersections of S with ,a and pfJ.
flpre II Intercepting the proper segment intersections.
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Til..... 4 . It il possible to ·preproeesa n non-intersecting segments in 0(,,3 logn) time, using 0(ta 3 ) space, 10 that computing their intersections with an arbitrary query "segment caD be done in O(i + log fa) time, where. t is the number of intersections to be reported.
Other Solutio..
We will show that if the query is an imlnite line, we can reduce tle preproC8ssingtime to 0(n 2 ) and greatly simplify the algorithm as well. For the sab of completeness we will· also present two other 101utions to the general query intersection problem with slightly lesser performan~e than the method which we have just described. The interest of tbis exposition resides, we believe, in the potential insights we might fb:t.d in looking at the problem from a d.i1ferent perspective.
First, let's assume that the query q is an infinite line. Once C(q) has been located in its region of the dual plane, all we have to do 'is report the double wedges that contain the region -a set which actually coincides with the set of double wedges that contain any given edge e of the region. Let L be the supporting line of this edge. Since the intersection of L with a double wedge consists of a single segment or a pair of half-lines, we can store all these intersections in a windowlist (Section 3), which will allow us to retrieve the desired wedges in O(A:+logn) time. Note that since no interval can only partially overlap with e, we may probe the window-list with respect to either endpoint of e. We conclude This produces a balanced tree T where each internal node v points to a list L(v) of intervals sharing a common point. Searching the tree requires that the endpoints be available in sorted order in each list. This prevents us from reordering the intervals angularly-We can still introduce the angular order of the wedges, however, by using another data~tructure, called a priorit, ,earcl& tree [31] . This structure allows us to determine which of n given points in the plane lie in a query rectangle. It is assumed that the rectangle has its sides parallel to the axes, with one of the sides actually lying on the X-axis. We can associate a priority search tree (or any of the other structures presented later in Section 6) with each list L(v) of T, with, say, the X-order given by L(fJ) and the Y-order corresponding to the angular order. Since the size of the priority search tree is linear in the number of points, a simple analysis shows that the method will require 0(n 2 10gn) preprocessing time and 0(n 2 ) preprocessing space, with a response-time of O(A: + lo~n).
Polllt Enelolun rroblem
In two dimensiona, we are able to use filtering ,earch to improve on the most efficient algorithms previously known for the point-enclosure problem: (n 10g2 ft, log n) [37] and (n,log3 n) {31]. We present an optimal (n, log n)-algorithm for the two-dimensional ease, which generalilel to an (n lor Consider a vertical line L with n vertical sides of rectangles on each side. Let R denote the set of rectangles in S intersecting L.
Solving the point enclosure problem with respect to R can be reduced to a generalized version of a one-dimensional point enclosure problem.
Wlog, assume that the query q = (2:,11) is on the left-hand side of L. Consider the horizontal half-line h extending from qto Z = -00. The rectangles to be reported in 8 are exactly those whose left vertical side intersects h. This can be solved with a simple (IRI,log181) hive-based procedure, as described in Section 4.1. Let H denote the corresponding data structure. We construct a binary tree T by keepiq in the root a pointer to H and defining the twO subtrees recursively, with respect to the rectangles of S lying entirely to the left and to the right of L, respectively. This leads to an (fI,lo~ra)-algorithm, which we can further improve by embedding the concept of hiv&-graph into a tree structure.
Let V(u) denote the set of Y-values in the hive-graph associated with node u. Answering a query involves performing a binary search on each of the lists V(v) situated on a path from the root of T to Bome leaf. To speed up the searches, we refine these lists as follows. Let tot and tu2 be the two sons of v, and let W 1 (resp. W 2 ) be the list obtained by discarding every other element in V(tOl) (resp. V(tD2»' Augment V(u) by merging into it both lists WI and W2. Finally, add pointers from each element of V(v) to its two neighbors in V(Wl) and V(W2)' Operate these operations for each node v of T, proceeding bottomup. Note that the cross-section of the new data structure obtained by considering the lists on any given path is exactly a hive-graph defined with only one refining pass. It follows that the storage used is still O(n), and that we can determine, in O{log n) time, the neighbors of any test value, in each of the lists V(v) for any given path. This will reduce the query time of the algorithm to 0(1: + logn). We wish to mention here that the idea of applying hives to trees was suggested to us by H. Edelsbrunner and R. Cole, independently, in connection with planar point location problems. We conclude: Theorem 8. There exists an (n,logfl)-algorithm for solving the BtIpoint-enelo.ure problem.
The algorithm can be easily generalized to handle d-ranges. The data structure Td(S) is defined recursively as follows: project the n d-ranges on one of the axes, say X, and organize the projections into a segment tree [9] . Recall that this involves setting a complete binary tree with 2n -1 leaves, each leaf representing one of the intervals delimited by the endpoints of the segments. With this representation each node v of the segment-tree -spans-an intenall(v) given by the union of its leaves' intervals. Let w be the father of v. We define R(v) as the set of tl-ranges in S whose projections cover l(v) but not l(tO). We 0 bsene that the problem of reporting which of the d-ranges of R(v) contain a query point q is now really a (d-l)-point enclosure problem, which we can thus solve recursively. For this reason, we will store in fJ a pointer to the structure Ttl-l(V), where V is the projection of R(v) on the hyperplane normal to the X-axis. Note that, of course, we should stop the recursion at tJ = 2 and use the data structure of Theorem 6. A query will now be answered by searching for the X-coordinate in the segment tree, applying the algorithm recursively to each structure Td-l(tJ) encountered. A simple analysis shows that the query time will be O(i +logd-l fI), and the storage required, 0(nlogC&-2 fI). 21, 22, 23, 26, 29, 31, 40, 42] . We propose here to impr~e upon the (nloI 4 -1 n,lol4-1 n)-algorithm of Willard [40] , by cuttIng down the storage by a factor ·log log fI-while retaining the same time complexity. The interest of our method is three-fold: Theoretically, it shows that, say, in 2d, logarithmic query time can be still achieved with strictly less than en log n storage, which is interesting in the context of lower bounds. More practically, the algorithm has the advantage of being conceptually quite simple, as it is made of several independent building blocks. Finally, it also offers the feature of being ·parametrized-, hence offering the possibility of trade-offs between time and space.
When the query rectangle is constrained to have one of its sides lying on one of the axes, say the X-axis, we are faced with the tJlignetl range q uer ,l problem, for which, as seen in Section 4.4, we already have an e1licient tool, the priority ,earcA tree of McCreight [31] . We will see how filtering .earcA can be used to derive other (optimal) solutions to this problem. But first of all, let's turn back to the original problem. We begin by describing the algorithm in two dimensions and later on generalize it to arbitrary dimensions. "
In preprocessing, we will sort the n points of S by X-order, and divide the plane into a vertical slabs Bl, ... , H a , each' containing roughly rnlQ1points each (1 < Q~n). The underlying data structure T is a balanced Q-ary tree, defined recursively on the following pattern. Each node of T points to a data structure DS(v), constructed with respect to a certain subset of S. To the root corresponds the set S itself, and to each of its Q sons corresponds a distinct slab B i . The data structure DS(v) pointed to by each node tJ consists of either the list of points if the slab contains fewer than Q points, or otherwise, the following items: 1) organize each set Bi into two priority search trees, each aligned on a distinct side of the slab; 2) sort each block by Y_ coordinates and link the points by straight-line segments. Bi now has the form of a monotone polygonal line extending vertically'. Consider the projections on the YeWS of the n -Q segments thus defined, and organize these projections into a window-list (Section 3).
The tree T being defined recursively in this manner, it is then easy to answer a query R = {(ZI, fll), (Z2, fl2)} (Z1~Z2, fl1~"2).
Searching for the values Zt and Z2 in T induces a decomposition of the rectangle R into one, two, or three canonical parts; one, if it fits entirely into a slab; two, if it· overlaps with two consecutive ones, three, if it overlaps with more than two. In the general case, R can be rewritten as the juxtaposition of R 1 , R·, R2. Both R 1 and R2 partly overlap with a slab, so we have to solve two instances of an aligned range query problem to check the windows that CO'f'er 112, which will give at most a -I spurious segments. Finally, for each of the segments reported, we scan the polygonal line to which it belongs, downwards, stopping as lOon as we encounter a point below the lower side ot R. It is clear that each level of the tree entails O(n) storage; furthermore the partition of S into equal-size blocks leads to a height of at most rlog nl log Q 1, therefore the total· amount of storage required is O(n~). Decomposing a query rectangle R into it,~< 3 ·t"~""~~if"...l arts can be simply done in O(logn) time by performing~o(log log a) time binary search at each node traversed. Finally solving the two aligned range query problems and checkinc all the appropriate windows can be done in time 0(0 +logft +i), which leads to an (ra~, a + logft) algorithm. Note that setting a = ft', for f < 1 leads to an (ra, raf)-algorithm. which matches the performance given in [5] . More interestil1l1y, matchilll the two terms in the exprelsion of the query time leads to aD. (nl~1O:", log a)-algorithm, which outperforml the algorithm given in [40] .
We can use standard techniques to extend our method to higher dim'!nlions (2] .' The buic idea is to reduce a problem in r to a similar problem in~-l. Let TIl(S) be our underlying data structure. TIl(S) 18 now a complete binary tree, where each leaf s~res a point of S, with the ascending Xl-order given from left-to-right. Intml manner, each node tI -spans· a subset S(v) of Sand, U usual, we keep in fJ a pcinter to a data structure DS(tI), detlned as follows:
where S·(u) is the projection of the Ret S{v) on the hyperplane (Xl = 0). Of course, when tJ = 2, we deflne DS(fJ) by using the method It is easy to see that each increment in dimensionality adds a factor log ra in the time and space complexity of the algorithm, therefore since for tI = 2, we already have an {nl~1a:",loln)-algorithm,we can conclude:
Theorem'~There exists an (n\1-;;:, log Before closing this section, we wish to show how jilterin, ,earch leads to efficient algorithms for the aligned range quer,l "roblem:
-Preprocess a set S of n points (2:1, fll),. .. , (z", ,.) so that for any query triple (a, 6 , e) I a~6, 0~e, it is possible to report all the pointl {(zi"d J a~Zi~6 and fli~e} very etfectively.
Recall that this·problem can be solved optimally using a priority search tree [31] . This structure is esaentially a balanced binary tree with one point stored at each node. The inorder traversal of the tree gives the points in X-order and the tree is a heap with respect to the Yorder, i.e. each node. stores a point with smaller V-coordinate than all of its descendants. AI ilthe cue with most balanced tree-atructures, although insertions and deletions can be performed in logarithmic time, their actual cost can be quite substantial for rotationa (or equivalent operations) are often necessary during insertions or deletionl (even though, u is the case with the priority search tree, only a constant number of them are necessary).
Filtering ".rcA C&ll be used toalleTiate the a'ferage cost of these operations. Let's partition the set of poims into blocb Bl, ... , B, of roughly 1012 a points each, such that all the points in Bi precede the points in Bi+1 X-wise. Each block B; is arranged as a Iinked-lis orted in ascending Y-order. Note with Bi can be associated a vertical slab %~-1~S~z~. Let (ai,fti) be the point of BJ with smallest Y-coordinate. We collltruct a priority search tree T with respect to the n/log 2 n points (Ol,ftl), ... , (a" fJ,). Answering the query (tI, 6, c) now consists of:
1. Finding the two blocks Bi' B~(i~Ie) containing a and 6, respectively.
2. Answering the query (Sil' Si.-J.' e), using T.
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3. For each point thus reported. scanning the corresponding block upwards until the V-coordinate exceeds e, and reporting the points Tisited.
4. Checking all the points in B; and B", and reportinc those satiafyingthe query.
Note that, since the blocks B i correspond to fixed alabs, their cardinality may vary from log n to 0 in the course of dynamic operations. We &lsume here that the candidate points are known in ad'ftllC8. 10 that strips can be delned beforehand. This is the case if we use this data structure for solving, say, the all-rectangle-intersection problem (see [30) for the correspondence between the two problems). This new algorithm clearly has the same time and space complexity as the previous one, but it-should require much fewer dynamic operations on the priority search tree, on the average, since such an operation is neee&-sary only when the point to in!~rt/delete has the 10west.Y-coordinate in its block.
• Another Optimal Scheme
Incidentally it is interesting to see how, in the static case, filtering .earcA allow8 us to reduce the space requirement of one of the earliest data structures for the BCDF and the aligned-range-query problems I8], taking it from O(ra log ra) to O{n). The structure is essentially a complete binary tree with a leaves. Assume for simplicity that the Xcoordinates, al, ... , a" appear sorted in this order. Each node stores a pointer to an ordered list of points (oi,fld, defined as follows: the root of the tree points to the V-sorted list of all the" points. Its left (resp. recursively in the same way. It is thus clear that searching in the tree for a and 6 induces a canonical partition of the segment [tI,~] into at most log p parts, and for each of them all the points lower than e can be obtained in time proportional to the output size. This allowl us to use the procedure outline above, replacing step 2 by a call to the new structure, which win still have the net etfect of giTing us an optimal (ra, log ra)-algorithm.
Neal'-netpbor ProblelDl
We will give a hal illustration of the etrectiveness of filtering ,e.rcA by cOlllideriq the Ic-MMe,t-neigA6or and the drew.r r.,.,e quer, problems. Voronoi diagrams are -at least in theory-prime candidates for solYing neighbor problems. The Voronoi .diagram of order t II especially tailored for the former problem, since it is defined as a· partition of the plane into resions all of whose points haft the same t Deare. shows that this technique will produ",~c:.Jl \,.'t,10~'iirwgOl'l\1~to! ,,_k -nearest-neighbor problem.
Using the basic principle of ftltering ,eGreA: -Be naive when t is large", we can save· a factor of n space over the previous algorithm. OS isLloK "J All we then have to do is search the diagram VD 2 /(S), where 2 i -1 < k~2;, and apply a linear-selection algorithm to retrieve from the corresponding set of points the Ie closest to the query point. Since 2; is at most twice Ie, this phase takes time linear in Ie. We conclude to the existence of an (n 8 ,log n)-algorithm for solving the Ic-netlre,t-neighbor problem. Very recently, using an implicit representation of all-order Voronoi diagrams, Edelsbrunner, O'Rourke, and Seidel have found an algorithm with similar performance [20] .
We wish to mention that a similar technique was used by Bentley and Maurer [4] to solve the cireultlr rtlnge query,roblem. They suggested to search VD 2 ,(S) for i = 1,2, ... , until we first encounter a point in S further than r away from the query point. At worst we will have checked twice as many points as needed, therefore the query time will be O(1e + log k logn), which as noticed in [4] is also O(k + log n log log n). The space complexity of the algorithm, stated to be O(n-t) in [4] , can be further reduced to 0(n 8 ) using more recent techniques [20, 25] . For this problem, see also the elegant reduction to a three-dimensional problem in the quasi-linear solution of [43] .
In joint work with F. Preparata, we have actually recently succeeded -in further lowering the space requirements for both problems, by making a much more systematic use of filtering ,eGrcA. The method is too involved to be exposed here, and it will described in a forthcoming paper [14] . Theorem 9. There exist an (n In addition to these applications, we believe that filtering ,etlrch is general enough to serve as a stepping-stone for a host of other query problems as well. Investigating and classifying problems that lend themselves to filtering ,etJrch is certainly a worthwhile undertaking.
One subject which we have barely touched upon in this paper, and which definitely deserves attention for its practical relevance, concerns the dynamic treatment of query problems. There have been a number of interesting advances in the area of dynamization lately [7, 33, 39] , so investigating how these new techniques can make use of filtering 8earch appears very useful.
Finally, the study of upper or lower bounds for the 2d range query problem is certainly important, yet still quite open. What are the conditions on the storage under which logarithmic query time (or a polynomial thereof)is possible? We have shown in this paper that we can do better than O(n log n). But can O(n) be realized!
